
Good morning beautiful people, as our Governor Codey would say. 
 
Our governor hopes that you guys had a great weekend, and are having a 
wonderful start to your week. And I’m just here to make it a little better with 
some new information on our city.  
 
But before I open the floor up to questions, he wants to ask you, the public one 
simple question. 
 
Think to yourself for a moment. What does unity mean to you? Soon, you will 
look upon our city when in search for that answer. 
 
After careful consideration, the governor has finally decided on our city’s 
name, and nothing fit more perfectly than the name : United.  
Together in our nation we will impact not only our immediate community, but 
the world around us. United will operate on six core values, that the governor 
expects all citizens and city officials to honor and maintain for the ultimate 
success of our city. 
 
These six values are Integrity, unity of course, diversity, leadership, 
innovation, and last but not least, youthfulness. 
 
SO let's start with integrity. United values integrity because a legendary city 
cannot be built on lies and dishonesty. Therefore, by making integrity apart of 
the mission, the governor has made sure that our city will be built in the 
complete opposite. This includes but is not limited to, giving our citizens the 
full truth, and not leaving them in the dark about certain stuff, truthful media 
and no fake news, and making sure that anyone who does not base their own 
actions  with the foundation of truthfulness is corrected immediately. 
Everyone in the administration will value integrity, and the governor trusts 
that the citizens will also. After all, you are the key to our success. 
 



Next value: Unity. To take a quote from the late Bob Marley, to express 
exactly what the governor hopes to achieve is: “one love, one heart”. Governor 
Codey is ensuring that our city will stay united and as one when not only faced 
with tough times, but also faced with good times.  
 
Our cities next main value is diversity. This is a city that will help anyone of 
any skin color, any gender truly flourish. Our governor has implemented a 
diversity action plan that will ensure every single background is represented 
in everything the city does. This includes job opportunities for minorities and 
the chance for the previously under represented to have a voice in our city.  
 
Moving onto leadership. The governor expects that there will be no followers 
in Units. Only leaders making other leaders. Although he respects all citizens 
to follow and obey the government, he also expects that everyone has their 
own ideas that can benefit our city and make the world a better place for our 
people and others. This means more leadership positions and less 
manipulation of power. Bringing me to our second to last value 
 
Innovation. This one is important to the city  because the last thing we want to 
be is like everyone else. Our differences will stand out, and in turn make 
United one of the greatest cities on earth. The governor want to see us thriving 
on creativity, new ideas, and creating things the world has never seen. This 
means he hopes that not only will our city be a tourist attraction, but also be 
transforming everything around us. From building designs to ideas and 
values, United will alter everything.  
 
And last but not least: Governor Codey wants our city to focus on 
youthfulness. No more old white men holding positions in every office. The 
youth is the future, and  should be the ones contributing to decisions on our 
future. Therefore the Governor will make sure this is highly valued in United. 
There won't be anymore pushing ideas of the youth to the side, instead they 
will be taken highly into consideration, and the governor is sure that by doing 



this United will thrive and remain a  young and fun city to be a part of with no 
boredom. 
 
So now that those are covered, the next thing the Governor would like to be 
known is our presentation plan. SO basically, our infrastructure will be the 
best because it will use the best available resources that are sturdy enough to 
hold transportation and also have lights underneath the lines to make roads 
more visible to drivers. The governor wants to keep car accidents at a low, 
and more visibility will be the key, no more pitch black dark back roads. Also, 
the buildings will be made from available resources and even recyclable 
resources. Our city is all about reusing so not only will we be being healthy to 
our planet, but it's going to look different, innovative, and beautiful. With a 
lot of colors, cleanliness and attractions you will never be bored or disgusted 
with United. And of course road signs will be another priority to the Governor 
so everyone can know what they are doing and are supposed to do when 
driving.  
 
Ok so with that being said, before I open the floor up to questions, I was to 
unveil the cities symbol. It is a blue and black peace sign with our values 
around it because United symbolizes peace. 
Blue symbolizes loyalty, faith, intelligence, and confidence all things Governor 
Cody will provide to you. 
Black means power and elegance, because that is what this nation is. 
 
 Burn it into your brains, get it tatted, put it up in your yard, whatever you do, 
remember it. The governor hopes that you all will value this symbol because it 
will help you to value this city.  
 
The United goal is to be be the best city with complete cooperation from its 
citizens, and we will be exactly that. Can your city say the same. 
 
Thank you for your patience, you may now ask your questions... 
 



 
 


